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INTRODUCTION 

March has been basically a follow up month, developing opportunities and logistic preparation 

for next events. 

 

1. MEDICINES PROVISION: MAP INTERNATIONAL – CONSEDE - WER 

 

After MAP’s donation of medicines the ASI Initiative continue looking for more donation 

programs to continue providing resources for the graduated Community Agents to develop 

concrete actions in their communities. 

One of these good contacts is Mr. Victor Torres, who founded the program WER (World 

Emergency Relief). Mr. Torres began attending a group of street children, when he was observed 

by a group of North American who asked about what they were doing… that was the beginning 

of a today’s large program supported by US friends and looking for a partnership with AHMEN 

after we presented the program and visualize a  mutual benefit. 

Mr. Torres, right in the picture, is the founder of the program. He has interest in a combine effort 

of them providing medicines and supplies while AHMEN train their volunteers as health 

watcher. 

While having a good conversation, a man who is friend of Mr. Torres joined the chat. Jose 

Velazquez (center) has been the owner of a huge rice company in Honduras and was enthusiastic 

after learning about the training program and the brigades coming every year. 

Since an AHMEN’s Team is coming to Honduras next June and la Musquitia. We are proposing 

Mr. Torres to join the team and have a formal conversation with AHMEN about near future 

cooperation. He has also medicines available for Cusuna eventually. 

 

PICTURE 1 



Meeting in Tegucigalpa with Mr. Victor Torres, WER Founder, and one of his main 

national supporters Mr. Jose Velasquez. Mr. Velasquez lived for a period in Alabama.  





The program of Mr. Torres runs also a clinic and has several Health Centers in different places in 

Honduras. They are planning to start also a clinic in La Musquitia. 

 

They count with volunteers that might be train with quick workshops for immediate answer to 

the health needs in the communities. 

 

PICTURE 2 

 

One of the WER Clinics at a slum in Tegucigalpa. The Clinic shares part of the property 

with the Firemen Station, whose Capitan, who is also a Physician, is one of the main 

supporters of the program 

 

Picture 3 

The building where Mr. Torres manages the medicines for donations. 



 



 



Lucia Caceres, ex-MAP International staff, joined the meeting. Lucia has offered another pallet 

of medicines that could be use in Cusuna and La Musquita. In order to have it is necessary the 

payment of $400. She has helped us to provide the Nutributter bars for Yorito and she is ready to 

provide more for a sustainable nutritional program in Yorito. 

 

Picture 4 

 

Lucia Caceres, a good AHMEN’s fun! 

 

Picture 5 

 

Nutributter bars being used in Yorito by the Community Agents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





23. 2. 2. 2. YORITO NUTRICIONAL PROGRAM 

 

The first donation of Nutritional Bars is being administered by the graduated Agents in Yorito. 

Around 180 children are receiving daily bars. 

 

In order to systematize the impact a second donation for a sustained time are coming and we are 

planning a systematic control of the program to report improvements in the nutritional 

conditions. 

 

Fanny Aviles and the great local committee of Yorito are managing the initiative now. 

 

We are in the process of soliciting the donation. 

 

 

 

 







 



3. AHMEN’S VISITS COORDINATION AND NEXT WORKSHOPS 

 

 

JUTIAPA 

We were coordinating the planned coming of Rio Team to Jutiapa in March, made contact with 

the Municipality and preparing the groups to attend, but the Team could not come so we stop the 

coordination 

The new proposed date in June has been set in agenda and we plan to develop also de the next 

Community Agents Workshop during this visit in order to count with the Rio Team participation. 

In the mean time and because 15 agents could not attend the past training because of hard rain 

and flooding, we are preparing to update this group in one of the communities next month.  

 

CUSUNA & MUSQUITIA 

 

We are coordinating and organizing the logistic for Rio Team to stay in Cusuna, meet with the 

Agents for a activities update and possible deliver of medicines. 

 

After Cusuna we are also coordinating the logistic with the Musquitia leadership to visit and 

develop the second workshop with 50 community agents. SIFAT is supporting and advising this 

process. 

 

Peace!  

 


